
Accelerate
Microsoft 365
Adoption
Equip your team with essential 
Microsoft 365 skills and 
knowledge with Curricula Plus    



EMPOWER YOUR 
TEAM TO SUCCEED   
Simply providing new tools like Microsoft 365 is not 
enough; it’s crucial to ensure users know how to use 
them to their full potential. 

That’s why we offer practical, collaborative, and 
supported learning experiences with Curricula Plus.

By delivering relevant Live and On-Demand Microsoft 
365 training, Curricula can help you improve adoption 
of new platforms and systems and achieve better 
training outcomes. 

From newbies to pros, Curricula’s approach takes 
your team on a journey of growth and success.

40%
of employees are 
concerned they’re 

not getting sufficient 
training in digital and 

technology skills

Source: PwC

Learn Microsoft 365. On Microsoft 365.

Curricula’s hands-on approach to learning allows individuals 
to explore and apply the tools and features of Microsoft 
365 in real-world scenarios. With our platform,  you can 
gain practical experience using these tools in a secure and 
controlled environment.

Upskill Smarter, Not Harder

Personalized learning paths in Curricula enable you 
to customize the course content to suit your team’s learning 
requirements. Learning paths offer a way to hand-pick 
and deliver lessons from our extensive content catalog 
to focus on the skills you need for any project, team, or role.

Train Together, Grow Together 

Take training beyond one-off live sessions or trying 
to ‘bring the horse to water’ with individual online content. 
With  Curricula’s interactive Learning Communities in Teams, 
you can drive collaboration, forge strong connections, and 
promote teamwork in automatically created and maintained  
Teams for each course. Users gain practical experience 
using Microsoft 365 tools as they collaborate with others, 
share files, and work on learning together.



MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT

You invested in Microsoft products, and now it’s time to put them to work. With Curricula, 
you can seamlessly integrate learning, working, and collaborating in Microsoft 365 to boost 
your team’s productivity and performance.

Full integration: Curricula is not just an app in Microsoft Teams; t’s completely 
integrated, including Viva Learning and Power BI, allowing employees to get the 
most out of their learning while you make the most out of Microsoft 365. 

Track adoption: Track and measure your users’ progress in real-time, so you can 
see the results of your investment right away.

ROI delivered: The comprehensive tracking and measurement tools help you 
understand your ROI, visualizing the impact training is having on your team’s 
productivity and performance. 

By using Curricula, businesses can help 
their teams achieve their full potential 
and maximize their Microsoft 365 
investment like never before.

Over 1,000 hours of bite-sized Microsoft 365 training content

Created and updated every quarter by product experts

Content for beginners (Teams, OneDrive) and content for experts (Power Automate, Power Apps)

Completely customizable – tailor by your team’s unique needs or to fit your brand

Multiple delivery methods – self-paced & on-demand, instructor-led, on-screen demos, and more 

Equip your team to succeed in the digital workplace. 

SharePoint Online

Unlock the full potential of 
SharePoint Online

Power BI

Data-driven decisions,  
delivered

Planner

Discover how to build your 
plan for success

Introduction, Repository, 
Office Integration, Search, Pages, 

Sites, Hubs, Co-Auhtoring, Security, 
Apps, Inheritance, Columns, 

Metadata, and more...

Introductions, Tools and Services, 
Requirements Gatherings, Scenario 

Examples, Relationships, DAX, 
Columns, Query Editor, Themes, 

Workspaces, and more...

Starting a Plan, Creating Buckets, 
Add and Manage Tasks, Label Tasks, 

Groupings, Filter, Views, Mobile 
App, and more...

Contact us for full catalog of Microsoft 365 courses
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@MaivenPoint

Collaborate with confidence. AvePoint provides the most advanced
platform to optimize SaaS operations and secure collaboration.

MaivenPoint – AvePoint’s dedicated EdTech platform – builds on our 
Microsoft cloud experience to deliver unique Training and Learning 
experiences for modern workplaces and educational institutions. 

More than 17,000 customers worldwide rely on our solutions
to make them more productive, compliant, and secure. Founded in 
2001, AvePoint is a five-time Global Microsoft Partner of the Year. 

ABOUT AVEPOINT & MAIVENPOINT 

Scan the code for more information on how 
MaivenPoint can help support your training and 
adoption initiatives.  


